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Abstract
Determination of erosion characteristics is of great significance to assess the stability of geotechnical infrastructures that are
subjected to seepage. Hole erosion tests (HETs) are the popular and simple laboratory measurements that have been used to
determine erosion characteristics. These tests are indicative of the quantity of soil loss in term of internal erosion that can occur
during seepage. It is noted that there are not many studies that focus on the development of theoretical model describing the
erosion process (i.e. sediment detachment and transport) in HETs. The aim of this study is to propose a theoretical model
based on Bernoulli’s principle to interpret the erosion measurements from HETs and employ the results for estimating erosion
characteristics of soils. An analytical equation was deduced from a physically based model incorporating Bernoulli’s principle
and erosion constitutive law for internal erosion within a soil pipe driven by pressure gradient. The analytical equation could
be applied to determine the temporal development of eroded soil loss, radial erosion propagation, erosion rate, hydraulic shear
stress, and pressure drop. The utility of proposed analytical solution was validated using a series of HETs performed in this
study. Based on the novel analytical solution, erosion characteristics could be derived from the known realistic propagation of
radial erosion.

1. Introduction
Internal erosion progressively erodes geotechnical infrastructures, such as earthen dam, road embankment,
and landfill cover through preferential flow or rise in water level (Nieber et al. 2019). Internal erosion
driven by seepage force would lead to the change of soil properties (i.e., soil stiffness, porosity, permeability),
and further trigger the occurrence of piping, settlement, sinkhole, landslide, and even collapse (Cividini and
Gioda 2004; Elkholy et al. 2015; Sato and Kuwano 2018; Indiketiya et al. 2019). The damage of geotechnical
infrastructures induced by internal erosion is a worldwide issue and has caused substantial socioeconomic
loss (Foster et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2020). Therefore, it is essential to study the influence of internal
erosion process on the susceptibility, vulnerability, instability, and even failure of hydraulic earth structures
(Foster et al. 2000; Cividini et al. 2009). The interpretation of erosion process is significant for the safety
surveillance of the earthen structures to reveal failure mechanism and provide advance warning of internal
erosion (Foster et al. 2002; Fell et al. 2003; Chang and Zhang 2013; Haghighi et al. 2013).
Erosion characteristics including erosion coefficient and critical shear stress are generally based on mechanical
responses of the soils to water flow (Wall and Fell 2004a). Erosion characteristics have been extensively
studied as the governing factors in the process of internal erosion (Arulanandan and Perry 1983). The Hole
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Erosion Test (HET) is an effective and widely adopted approach to study the mechanical responses of the soils
under given hydraulic gradient (Wan and Fell 2004b; ASTM 2006; Fattahi et al. 2017). The HET approach
was originated from the critical hydraulic gradient method, which was commonly applied to evaluate the
safety of earthen dams in the field (Nadal-Romero et al. 2011; Chang and Zhang 2013; Haghighi et al.
2013). Existing studies about HETs found that erosion characteristics were mainly influenced by soil basic
properties such as Atterberg limits, clay percentage, soil density, water content, and grain size distribution
(Arulanandan and Perry 1983; Wall and Fell 2004b; Indraratna et al. 2008; Benahmed and Bonelli 2012;
Haghighi et al. 2013; Pereyra et al. 2019). HETs have been also utilized to qualitatively understand the
potential of dam failures (Fell et al. 2003; Wan and Fell 2004a).
Generally, the mechanism of internal erosion is idealized as a soil pipe model (Nieber et al. 2019). The
moving fluid flow acts on the soil boundaries causing the deformation (i.e. erosion) of the soil pipe while
the enlargement of the soil pipe in turn affects the flow motion (Onate et al. 2011). This highly coupled
mechanism of internal erosion induced by hydraulic shear stress is recognized as a fluid–structure interaction
problem (Onate et al. 2011). Several studies have been carried out to explore the process of internal
erosion in a soil pipe experimentally and theoretically. Chang et al. (2011), Fattahi et al. (2017), and
Zhang et al. (2020) conducted experimental investigations on the internal erosion and suggested empirical
equations of nonlinear incremental radial erosion propagation. Dumberry et al. (2017) and Xie et al. (2018)
applied X-ray microcomputed tomography and invented a visual HET apparatus to observe the temporal
variation of internal erosion. Besides, theoretical formulations were successively developed to model the
erosion process governed by Bernoulli principles. Wan and Fell (2004a) proposed the erosion constitutive
law expressing the linear relationship between erosion rate and hydraulic shear stress to capture the process
of sediment detachment in a soil pipe (Haghighi et al. 2013). Bonelli and Brivois (2008) found that the
radial erosion propagation under the given pressure drop obeyed a scale exponential law. Sang et al. (2015)
developed semi-physically models for predicting the enlargement of the hole in the HET. The mechanism of
progressive internal erosion leading to instability of the structure was interpreted and modelled by Onate et
al. (2011) and Hicher (2013). Benaissa et al. (2012) and Řı́ha and Jandora (2015) investigated the spatial
distribution of hydraulic pressure conditions in the soil pipe. Nguyen and Indraratna (2020) developed the
energy transformation model describing the fluid-solid interaction in the dynamic erosion process. Many
studies (Cividini and Gioda 2004, Bonelli et al. 2006, Benaissa et al. 2012, Hicher 2013, Parron Vera et
al. 2014, Yang et al. 2020, and Zhang et al. 2020) performed the numerical simulation based on the mass
conservation equations for predicting sediment transport. However, these numerical approaches using the
computational fluid dynamics or finite element method had limitation in determining erosion characteristics
of soils in the HET (Lachouette et al. 2008). Limited studies considered erosion characteristics (especially
erosion coefficient) in the theoretical deductions of numerical simulation, in which soil erosion were mostly
considered as soil dispersity or diffusion instead of shearing movement of soil particles (Onate et al. 2011;
Hicher 2013; Nieber et al. 2019). Bernatek-Jakiel and Poesen (2018) and Wilson et al. (2018) pointed out
that the mechanistic mathematical formulations explaining sediment detachment and transport within soil
pipes have not been fully established yet.
The main objective of this study is to formulate a theoretical model for interpretation of the erosion process
(sediment detachment as well as transport) in the HETs. Bernoulli’s equation and erosion constitutive law has
been adopted for formulation of the model. The constitutive relationship between erosion rate and hydraulic
shear stress was developed into a second-order nonlinear ordinary differential function. An analytical solution
was deduced to determine the realistic erosion propagation with an assumption of homogeneous radial erosion
along the length of the hole. The analytical solution was substituted into the model to deduce the expression
of temporal variations of pressure conditions. Furthermore, a new equation generated from the model was
proposed to determine erosion coefficient from the realistic variation of the measured sediment in the soil
pipe. Finally, the validity of the proposed model has been examined by performing the HETs with pre-formed
soil pipes on a sandy lean clay subjected to different hydraulic conditions. The advantage of the proposed
model is that the formulation accounts for the change in radius of the hole during erosion with given erosion
coefficient.
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2. Development of Mathematical Model for Internal erosion
2.1 Establishment of constitutive relationships
In the erosion process, the fluid exerts hydraulic shear stress (τ ) on the soil pipe wall at the solid-fluid
interface, causing continuous soil loss at the rate of ε̇ (erosion rate). Previous studies (Arulanandan and
Perry1983; Briaud et al. 2001; Wan and Fell 2004a; Bonelli and Brivois 2008) have confirmed the erosion
constitutive law as given by
ε̇ = K (τ − τc )

[1]

where K = erosion coefficient, and τc = critical shear stress. The erosion coefficient, also known as the
coefficient of erodibility, is usually taken as a constant parameter describing the soil properties (Wan and
Fell 2004a; Haghighi et al. 2013). Wan and Fell (2004a) proposed laboratory testing method to determine
the erosion coefficient in the pre-formed soil pipe. The erosion law is generally employed to explain stressstrain relationship on the soil pipe periphery (Nieber et al. 2019). The erosion coefficient reflects the binding
force of the inner soil layer to resist wall shear stress. A higher magnitude of erosion coefficient indicates
a weak cohesion in the soil, that is easy to be detached. Critical shear stress is considered as the surficial
shear strength influenced by roughness features. When hydraulic shear stress (i.e., external stress) exceeds
the critical shear stress applied on the soil-water contact surface, the soil body is sheared with a linear
deformable response in the form of particle detachment (Parron Vera et al. 2014). As shown in Fig. 1 (a),
the path of the fluid is extended due to the presence of hydraulic shear stress. The viscosity of the fluid and
the roughness of soil surface result in the velocity gradient, which generates shear action (Benaissa et al.
2012).
The movement of soil particles (i.e., erosion) is regarded as the corresponding shear strain. The erosion rate
(ε̇, kg/m2 /s) is defined as the mass loss (m, kg) of soil per area (A , m2 ) and time (t, s).
ε̇ =

m
A•t

[2]

The fluid erodes the soil layer with a certain rate, defined as eroded depth (dε , m/s). Based on the eroded
soil volume, the eroded depth can be determined by
dε =

m
ρs • A • t

[3]

The eroded depth and erosion rate can both be utilized to estimate the rate of soil loss. Shear strain (γ,
dimensionless) induced by hydraulic shear stress in soil body, therefore, can be expressed as
γ=

V
dε

[4]

where V is the velocity of the fluid.
2.2 Determination of hydraulic shear stress
The fluid in the soil pipe generally follows the Bernoulli’s equation. An idealized pipe model has been used
to simulate the erosion process in the HET. The cylindrical path with a length of L and a radius ofR is
regarded as control volume, as indicated in Fig. 1 (b). The fluid travels through soil body following the
force-equilibrium equation and Bernoulli’s Energy equation, which are given by
P1 A − P2 A − τ • 2πRL = 0

[5]
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[6]

As designed in the HET, the eroded path in the experiential setup is horizontal (i.e., Z = 0). Therefore,
the diameters of inlet and outlet are expected to be the same with uniform erosion (i.e., the velocities are
constant). From equation [5], shear stress can be obtained by
τ=

(P1 − P2 ) • R
2L

[7]

Friction loss (hf ) is determined by
hf =

P1 − P2
ρw g

[8]

Combining equation [7] and equation [8],
hf =

2Lτ
Rρw g

[9]

Friction loss in the eroded path is calculated by Darcy-Weishach equation (Nieber et al. 2019),
hf =

32ν • LV
D2 g

[10]

Where ν is kinematic viscosity, and D is the diameter of the eroded path.
Substitute equation [10] into equation [9], shear stress can be further expressed as
32ν • LV
2Lτ
=
D2 g
Rρw g
τ=

[11]

4νQρw
πR3

[12]

2.3 Prediction of eroded path and erosion coefficient
Equation [12] suggests that hydraulic shear stress is the function of fluid properties and the radius. In the
specific test or condition, the given fluid is assumed to be unaltered (i.e., ν, ρ, and Q are viewed as constants),
even though carrying more soil particles will change fluid density and viscosity slightly. Therefore, shear
stress can be also expressed as
τ =a
Where a =

4νQρw
.
π

1
R3

[13]

The radius of the eroded path is considered as the function of time (i.e.,R = R (t)).

Erosion rate can be defined by
˙=

dm
ρs dV
ρs • 2πR • L • dR
ρs dR
=
=
=
Adt
Adt
2πRL • dt
dt
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Based on equation [1], erosion coefficient is calculated by the differential equation,
K=

dε̇
δτ

[15]

It becomes as,
dε̇
d
=K
dt
dt

[16]

Replace equation [13] and [14] into equation [16]
ρs • d
dt

dR
dt


= Ka

1
R3

d


[17]

dt

Equation [17] is transformed into
00

ρs • R = Ka

−3 0
R
R4

[18]

Organize,
00

R +

3Ka
1 0
• 4R = 0
ρs
R

[19]

Solving the equation [19],

R=

4Ka
t+C
ρs

 41
[20]

Equation [20] is further simplified as,
1

R = λ (t + C) 4

[21]

Thus,
0

R =

λ
−3
(t + C) 4
4

00

R =−

[22]

3λ
−7
(t + C) 4
16

[23]

where,

λ=

4Ka
ρs

 41
[24]
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It indicates that the temporal variation of the eroded path (expressed as Radius as function of time) follows
the power function with a fixed power number of 0.25. The constant (C) depends on the boundary conditions (i.e., initial radius). The parameter of λ reflects the information about soil properties and hydraulic
conditions.
Hence, erosion coefficient can be obtained as
πρs λ4
ρs λ4
=
4a
16ρw νΧ

K=

[25]

2.4 Model for predicting soil loss in Hole Erosion Test (HET)
In the HETs, the temporal variation of erosion can be understood explicitly under equation [21]. The
accumulated soil loss is used for estimation of the radius expanded. The radius in the specimen is considered
to be eroding uniformly, which is calculated by the following equations:
m = ρs • V

[26]

m = ρs • R • 2πR • L

[27]

dm = 2πRLρs • dR

[28]

Z

Z
dm =

2πRLρs • dR

[29]

m = πLρs (R2 − R02 )
r
R=

[30]

m
+ R02
πΛρs

[31]

As suggested in equation [21], erosion coefficient can be interpreted by the curve of the temporal variation
of erosion with the parameter (λ) in the HET. In order to simplify the calculation procedure to determine
λ, equation [21] is transformed into,
R4 = λ4 (t + C)

[32]

Thus, a linear relationship is found between R4 and t. The slope in the R4 -t curve reflects λ4 . Based on the
known R(t), other physical quantities can be determined.
˙ = ρs
τ=

λ
−3
(t + C) 4
4

[33]

4νQρw
−3
(t + C) 4
3
πλ

[34]

8νQρw L
πλ4 (t + C)

[35]

∆P =

1

m = πΛρs [λ2 (t + C) 2

− R02 ]

[36]
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It should be noted that the applicability of these equations is under three assumptions as physical boundary
conditions: 1) approximate homogeneity and continuity of soil material is adopted; 2) erosion is visualized as
uniform at the fluid-soil interface; 3) the eroded radius has a physical limit due to the weakness of hydraulic
0
shear stress in the erosion process (i.e., R (t) = 0).
In the understanding of erosion process every concerned parameter, including erosion rate, hydraulic shear
stress, and pressure drop, is linked with the determination of the radius. Based on equation [21], the radius
is interpreted from the HET and other quantities could be further determined.
3. Experimental methodology
To validate the above proposed model, HETs were conducted. Experimental program including material
properties, test setup, and procedures are described in the following sub-sections.
3.1 Soil preparation
The soil used for validation was sourced from the toe of mountains in the campus of Indian Institute of
Technology Guwahati campus, India. Guwahati located in the northeastern part of India, experiences subtropical climate. The soil consisted of sand (13 %), silt (65 %), and clay (22 %). The liquid limit and
plastic limit of the soil were measured as 32.0 % and 24.8 %, respectively. According to the Unified Soil
Classification System (USCS), the soil was identified as CL (sandy lean clay). As per the standard compaction
tests (ASTM D 1140), the maximum dry density and optimum water content were found as 1.66 g/cm3 and
18.8 %, respectively. Table 1 summarized the basic properties of the soil.
3.2 Experimental setup and procedure
Figure. 2 (a) shows the schematic diagram of in-house fabricated experimental setup for conducting HETs.
As suggested by Wan and Fell (2004a) and Xie et al. (2018), the setup included a water tank, a soil specimen,
and two chambers for inflow and outflow. The eroding fluid was supplied by the water tank with a high
gravity potential. The fixed height of the water tank determined the constant head between two ends of
the soil specimen. Flow rate in experiments can be adjusted by changing the height of the water tank. The
soil specimen was compacted in an acrylic (transparent) cylindrical mold to form a small soil column with
a diameter of 30 mm and a length of 50 mm. A 7 mm-diameter hole path was drilled at the center of the
soil specimen along the axis (Řı́ha and Jandora 2015). The eroding fluid passed through the hole path to
connect two chambers. The inflow chamber was filled with some gravels to stabilize the flow. The outflow
chamber was connected to the atmosphere and the PVC collectors were used to receive the erosion.
The soil specimen was prepared at the maximum dry density with optimum moisture content. Before the
tests, the prepared specimen was kept in a desiccator for 24 hours for moisture equalization. Initially, the
inflow chamber and the hole path in the specimen were filled with the fluid slowly without causing any
erosion. The head difference between the inlet and outlet of the specimen was adjusted for a flow rate and
kept constant in each test. The erosion was continuously collected every 10 seconds to track the temporal
variation of erosion. The test was performed until erosion became insignificant. This was judged based on
visual inspection. The HETs were conducted under different hydraulic conditions (i.e. the variance of flow
rates: 2920, 4200, 5450, 7000, 8400, and 10000 ml/min) to verify the stability of proposed model and also
repeatability of tests.
4. Interpretation of erosion process
4.1 Determination of erosion characteristics based on newly developed model
As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), the soil specimens were eroded approximately axisymmetric during a HET.
Although irregular eroded hole in the HETs was observed in the previous studies (Benaissa et al. 2012; Řı́ha
and Jandora 2015; Lachouette et al. 2008; Xie et al. 2018), it was still reasonable to utilize a linear erosion
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law and homogeneity assumption to predict erosion enlargement (Benaissa et al. 2012). Hence, the results
were presumptively reasonable to conduct further analyses.
Figure. 3 presented the observed erosion rate and extended radius in the erosion hole under six flow rates. The
soil sample was subjected to erosion with a fixed flow rate. It is expected that erosion rate achieved is highest
in the beginning. Erosion rate decreased gradually with time during the tests. The radius of the soil hole was
continually increased until erosion rate became negligible. The results showed that eroded hole enlargement
was nonlinear with time, which is in agreement with the previous studies of Sterpi (2003), Cividini and Gioda
(2004), Wilson (2009), and Jiang and Soga (2019). The developed equation [21] was applied for explanation
of the temporal variation of erosion in the tests. The data of radius was successfully fitted by equation [21].
In general, the fitted equation indicated thatR(t) did follow the function of time, with an exponent of 0.25.
As explained in equation [14], erosion rate could be reviewed to obey the first derivative equation of R(t).
Thus, equation [33] was used to fit the data of erosion rate over time. Although both equations are describing
the same erosion process, it should be noted that the goodness-of-fit of equation [21] is higher than equation
[33].
As indicated in Fig. 4, proposed equations (equation [21] and [36]) fitted considerably with the temporal
variation of erosion. Eroded depth was found to reduce with time. It can be also visualized that rate of
change of hole size (as indicated in Fig. 2(b)) gradually becomes negligible at the end of test. It was found
from Fig. 4 that eroded depth and cumulative soil loss increased with flow rate. Based on the corresponding
deformation of the soil pipe, the mechanical characteristics (i.e. hydraulic shear stress and water pressure)
were obtained and interpreted in the soil pipe, as documented in Fig. 5. The variation of hydraulic shear
stress and pressure drop showed a similar trend with erosion rate over time. The decline of hydraulic shear
stress led to the decrease of erosion rate and eroded depth as also observed from erosion law (Wall and
Fell 2004). As observed from equation [12], hydraulic shear stress decreased with an enlargement of hole
over time. A higher flow rate resulted into higher hydraulic shear stress and pressure drop. Interestingly,
at the latter half of tests, hydraulic shear stresses of different flow rates became constant, which is defined
as equilibrium shear stress in the current study. The equilibrium shear stress (τe ) will be further discussed
in the next section. The recorded profile of pressure drop is consistent with that of Benahmed and Bonelli
(2012). The pressure drop was balanced in the final phase of the experiment, which was referred as the semiequilibrium condition in the study of Wilson (2009). This result supports the opinion that the generated
pore water pressure from a high hydraulic gradient would be dissipated attributed to the enlargement of
the soil pipe (Hicher 2013; Ouyang and Takahashi 2016). Hydraulic non-equilibrium within soil pipes would
be exhausted by soil erosion and the hydraulic potential energy would be diminished during the process of
sediment detachment and transport (Wilson et al. 2009; Sang et al. 2015; Nguyen and Indraratna 2020).
To interpret erosion characteristics, the R4 − t curves were plotted based on equation [32]. As indicated in
Fig. 6 (a), proportional relationship between R4 and time was found in each experiment for different flow
rates. Table 2 summarized the interpretation of erosion characteristics. Equation [32] was used to fit the
data of HET. The slopes of the best-fit lines reflected the values of λ. Equation [25] was used to determine
erosion coefficient based on the results from equation [32]. Fig. 6 (b) proves that λ4 is proportional to flow
rate for a given soil as indicated in Equation [25]. This theoretically suggests that the erosion coefficient is
likely to remain constant under different experimental conditions (Indraratna et al. 2008).
4.2 Difference in erosion characteristics as determined from traditional and new model
The interpretation of erosion characteristics from traditional model (Equation 1) was based on the relationship of erosion rate with hydraulic stress, as depicted in Fig. 7 (a). Erosion coefficient and critical shear
stress can be inferred from the slope and horizontal intercept of curve, respectively. In the current study,
theε̇ − τ curves were also presented, as shown in Fig. 7 (b). However, the temporal variation of the two
curves is reversed so that the physical definition of the horizontal intercept is changed. Critical shear stress is
the hydraulic shear stress when the erosion happens initially (Wall and Fell 2004b). However, the horizontal
intercept in the current study is the hydraulic shear stress at the end of experiment. Therefore, this quantity
is newly defined as equilibrium shear stress. Critical shear stress was proposed to formulate the criteria of
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hydraulic earth construction to prevent erosion (Arulanandan and Perry 1983). Similarly, equilibrium shear
stress would be suggested to the consideration of post-construction risk assessment. As indicated in Table 3,
the determination of equilibrium shear stress also showed the stability of the measurement approach with a
nearly constant value of 0.08 Pa.
Even though erosion characteristics could be obtained from theε̇ − τ curves, some errors of the interpretation
from the curves happened due to the theoretical discretization of model application. As described in Fig.
6, erosion coefficient could be deduced from the continuous R4 − t curves. This approach is recommended
by the current study. Only after R(t) is known from experiments, other quantifies can be calculated. The
model of R(t)has no issue of discretization since the instantaneous data of R(t)is collected and analyzed.
In contrast, the measurement of erosion rate considering the average soil loss at a time interval results into
the deviation induced by discretization. Besides, equation [22] and Fig. 4 suggest that variation of erosion
rate with time should follow the concave function. Therefore, it implies that the instantaneous erosion rate
should be theoretically and slightly higher than the measured erosion rate.
The comparison between the traditional and new model for obtaining erosion characteristics was analyzed,
as shown in Fig. 8. Traditionally, erosion characteristics can be developed from theε̇ − τ curves based on
equation [1]. Theε̇ − τ curves plotted with measured data should be fitted by linear relationships. However,
some subtle fluctuations appeared in curves due to the problem of discretization. With the interpretation
from R4 − t curves, the theoreticalε̇ − τ curves were predicted. Measuredε̇ − τ curves generally coincided with
the prediction model. Table 4 summarized the outcomes of the two models. The values of erosion coefficient
provided from R4 − t model were slightly higher than those developed from theε̇ − τ curves. However, the
performance of fitting of R4 − t model is better than the traditional model, as shown in the comparison of
the determination coefficient (R2 ). Besides, the results from traditional model showed higher variance among
the HETs.
Comparison between predicted and measured erosion behavior (from Fig. 8) can be generalized as shown
in Fig. 9. Erosion process during HET can be categorized into three phases, namely initial phase , normal
phase , and final phase . At the initial phase, the measurement is lower than the idealization of the model
because it needs some time to initiate erosion with the existence of critical shear stress. The second phase
is expected as the erosion variation is almost close to the theoretical model. At the final phase, the erosion
coefficient is strengthened, which results into the rapid failure of the soil body and achieves the equilibrium of
hydraulic shear stress and erosion resistance of the soil. Fell et al. (2003) also categorized the erosion process
of infrastructure failure into four phases, includinginitiation , continuation , progression , andformation .
These two distinction methods are similar and complementary to each other. The initial phase and final phase
share the same definition with the first and fourth phases in the study of Fell et al. (2003), respectively. The
normal phase is parallel to the combined phases of continuation and progression. The concept of three phases
is suitable for small-scale experiments, while the four-phase analysis is used in large-scale tests. Both two
models are necessary to understand the erosion process from laboratory tests to field surveillance. Results
from both current experiments and previous studies suggested that the erosion coefficient would slightly
increase with elapsing time. This weakness of erosion resistance is attributed by the reduction of Young’s
modulus and possible enhancement of permeability during the HETs (Parron Vera et al. 2014; Jiang and
Soga 2019). Progressive internal erosion reduces the sliding resistance at interparticle contact, triggering
macroscopic deformations and even failure of the soil specimen (Hicher 2013). This explains the nonlinear
relationships between applied shear stress and the erosion rate in the study of (Khanal et al. 2016). Therefore,
it is significant to understand the stage of the erosion variation to react the erosive responses.
4.3 Discussion on application of newly proposed model in predicting erosion from tests conducted in literature
To further verify the applicability of the proposed model, the available data from literature work is collected
and performed the redetermination of erosion characteristics, as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The studies of
Indraratna et al. (2008) and Xie et al. (2018) recorded the temporal variation of the concerned parameters in
the HET. The current model shows considerable consistency and adaptation in predicting erosion variation.
The instantaneous recording included erosion rate, hydraulic shear stress, water pressure, eroded depth,
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and radius. Indraratna et al. (2008) plotted logarithmic coordinates to find the linear relationship between
erosion rate/hydraulic shear stress and logarithm of time. Since the equations of concerned parameters are
found as power functions in this study, it is reasonable to obtain the linearity in the logarithmetic scale.
Although the experimental results of Xie et al. (2018) indicated that the hole enlargement was not perfectly
symmetrical and uniform during continuous erosion due to the friction loss at the entrance of the hole (Řı́ha
and Jandora 2015), the erosion process appears to be generally predicted by the new model. It might be
attributed that the energy loss at the entrance of the hole is minor as compared to the energy dissipation of
sediment detachment and transport. Nguyen and Indraratna (2020) also suggested that a large percentage
of the input energy in the fluid flow was dissipated by soil erosion. Further, the energy was transferred to
the kinetic component of soil particles was negligible. Ouyang and Takahashi (2016), Fattahi et al. (2017),
Jiang and Soga (2019), and Zhang et al. (2020) also performed HETs and explored internal erosion process
on various soils. Cumulative eroded soil loss (from equation [36]), shows considerable performance of fitting.
However, it should be noted that prediction ability cannot be judged completely since, the soil properties and
experimental setups in the above studies were different. The erosion trend of these studies can be generally
captured. However, the cumulative eroded soil loss at the final phase is slightly overestimated by proposed
equations, as shown in Fig. 10 (d) and Fig. 11 (a-d). This might be resulted from the effects of sediment
clogging in long-scale soil pipes (Wilson and Fox 2013). Soil particles were accumulated and entrapped in the
latter part of soil pipes, when the residual fluid energy after dissipating in the sediment detachment could
not support the entire process of sediment transport. Therefore, the estimated soil loss is marginally larger
than the measured sediment and the water pressure is subtly higher than the prediction.
Seepage tests have been used to investigate the influence of internal erosion (Tomlinson and Vaid 2000).
New model might be useful to estimate the settlement and strain of the soil body subjected to internal
erosion by following the mass conservation law. The dynamic measurement of soil settlement and strain in
the previous studies (Tomlinson and Vaid 2000; Marot et al. 2010; Ouyang and Takahashi 2016; Sato and
Kuwano 2018; Indiketiya et al. 2019) was approximately observed to obey the equation [36]. This is because
the deformation of soil body is attributed to the soil loss. If the subtle change of soil strength properties is
ignored, the prediction of the soil loss would roughly explain the settlement and strain of the soil (Indraratna
et al. 2009). Hence, the theoretical model might be significant to explain the mechanism and influence of
erosion process in the HET, soil erosion, soil deformation, and even the instability of earth structures.
5. Conclusion
In this study, a new simple theoretical model was developed based on Bernoulli’s principle to understand
the erosion process in the hole erosion test (HET). The constitutive equation of erosion characteristics was
further developed into a differential equation to find out the dynamic prediction model of erosion process.
It was found that eroded hole radius as a function of time (R (t)) followed the power function with an
exponent of 0.25. Based on the knownR (t), other physical quantities namely erosion rate, pressure drop,
and erosion characteristics can be deduced. Besides, a new equation was proposed to determine the erosion
coefficient by observing the realistic change of hole radius (soil loss). The model was validated with HETs
for various flow conditions. Model performance was also evaluated based on tests conducted in the literature.
These was reasonably good agreement between measured and predicted erosion characteristics (from newly
developed model) under different hydraulic conditions. Furthermore, the reported phenomenon of HETs
in the literature was considerably interpreted by proposed equations. The interpreted experimental results
suggested that erosion coefficient marginally increased during the entire process of internal erosion in HET.
Three distinct phases (i.e. initial, normal, and final phases) were used to explain the internal erosion process in
HET. The advantage of the proposed model is that the erosion characteristics are determined by considering
the realistic measured change in radius of the soil hole. The proposed formulation in this study was tested
only for HETs. However, further studies are needed to understand its applicability for determining the
internal erosion in various geotechnical infrastructures in the field.
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